
Music KS3 Curriculum Implementation 
Key: Performing skill, composing skill, knowledge/understanding 

 

Year 7 Unit 1: Feel the Rhythm Unit 2: Pitch Perfect Unit 3: Hidden Meanings to Blues 

Skills and 
knowledge for all 

students 

Play in time with others, at a steady pulse                   Sing in a round 
Play a ‘melodic’ ostinato                                           Sing a harmony part 
Notate a rhythm                                  Compose a rhythmic ostinato 
Compose a ‘melodic’ ostinato                Compose call & response patterns 
Compose a polyrhythm 
Compose/arrange a piece with a clear and fluent structure 
Read diff. note lengths (crotchet, quavers, minim, semibreve, 1 beat rest) 
Define ‘rhythm’ and ‘ostinato’    
Identify and describe aspects of music (listening) 
Write specific evaluation comments about own work 

Keep to a steady pulse when performing 
Perform a simple keyboard melody 
Perform a keyboard melody using 5 fingers of right hand 
Perform accurate pitch and rhythm 
Read notes on the stave (C up to F ’) 
Define pitch, scale and melody    Explain ternary and rondo form 
Suggest improvements for my performance/composition 
Identify aspects of music when listening 
Compose and notate successful rhythms    Improvise melodies 
Compose a pentatonic melody, using different note lengths 

Explain Spirituals and Blues genres 
Define phrase, improvise and head 
Recognise the sound of: guitar, double bass, trumpet, sax and clarinet 

Explain how music reflects its intention 
Write specific evaluation comments about own work 
Compose lyrics in Blue structure 

Improvise phrases using part of the blues scale 

Perform a bass line accurately 

Fit with others: in time, in tune and at a suitable volume 

Aspirational skills 

Play a cross rhythm              Hold a part in a vocal harmony 
Rehearse and refine a piece to perform 
Perform longer/more complex part within a group, providing steady pulse 
Lead others when rehearsing/performing 
Perform fluently (covering few and minor mistakes effectively) 
Notate a rhythm independently 
Use different tones on the instrument for effect     Use different volumes for effect 

Add a simple LH backing to a RH melody 
Performa a significant part accurately and confidently 
Perform with expressive phrasing 
Use different volumes for effect 
Develop musical ideas in my compositions 
Explain the effect that musical features create 
Reflect on the context in which music is created 

Play triads                    Play a chord pattern fluently 
Perform fluently              Perform a swung melody 
Perform two parts at once 
Improvise melodies using the full blues scale 
Improvise a successful blues/jazz melody 
Identify musical features when listening 
Demonstrate understanding of how the history of Blues music shaped its sound 

Year 8 Unit 1: Into the Popular Genre Unit 2a: Blast from the Past Unit 2b: Special Effects,            Unit 3: Beach Party 

Skills and 
knowledge for all 

students 
 

 

Read and play sharps/flats  
Perform a fluent and accurate bass line 
Perform a riff, containing sharp/flat notes 
Perform a more complex vocal part by ear 
Play sequences of triads/chords 
Perform with mostly accurate pitch & rhythm 

Recognise popular music instrumentation  
Recognise the main layers in a song texture 
Identify sections in a pop song structure 
Understand the purpose of riffs       Define ‘accompaniment’ 
Compose a catchy riff        Compose a melody for a pop song 
Compose/arrange an accompaniment for a pop song 
Refine and improve my composition 

Define ground bass       Define arpeggio/broken chord 
Read additional note lengths and rests: 
    (single quavers, quaver & minim rests, tied notes) 
Read notes below and above the stave 
Describe a range of orchestral instruments 
Suggest improvements to my and others’ work 
Perform a simple melody and bass line accurately (from music) 

Perform and more complex melody (from music) 

Perform multiple melodies (from music) 
Perform broken chords/arpeggios 
Refine and improve my performances/compositions 
Compose a melody to go over a ground bass line 

Compose a successful melody using passing & repeated notes 

Understand what programme music is 
Show awareness of the instruments in the four orchestral families 
Explain how the musical elements in a piece create effects 
Use musical elements to compose a descriptive piece 
 
Describe the components of the Reggae style 
Describe the features of Salsa 
Recognise the sounds of electric (+bass) guitar, organ, 
drum kit, steel pans and Latin American percussion 
Play an offbeat rhythm     Play the clave rhythm 
Play triads in more challenging keys 
Work out a melody by ear 
Perform confidently in an ensemble (including vocals) 

Aspirational skills 
 

Identify steps, leaps and repetition in melodies 
Perform fluently, with good technical control    Perform at appropriate tempi 
Show awareness of phrasing when performing 
Use articulation to shape a performance 
React and adjust well to others in my group 
Perform with good awareness of balance    Perform two parts at once. 
Compose a complimentary melody and chord sequence 
Compose melodies with clear phrases   Select appropriate timbres to suit style 

Identify phrases, sequences, repetition & chromaticism in music 
Explore the musical devices in modern and Classical vocal music 
Perform a confident solo    Perform fluently, with good phrasing 
Perform a melody and accompaniment simultaneously 
Perform a melody and complex accompaniment simultaneously 
Compose stylistic pieces 

Use my own chosen harmony (effectively)  when composing 
Utilise a range of timbres for effect/style 
Develop musical ideas within my composition 
Recognise a wide range of orchestral instruments 
Analyse compositions’ fitness for purpose (referring to a range of elements & devices) 

Perform more complex chord patterns and/or two handed riffs 
Sing and accompany simultaneously    Perform with expression and dynamics 
Add my own embellished / stylised part to (an) arrangement(s) 

Year 9 Unit 1: Getting Jazzy With It Unit 2: Music for Media (Film, TV & Games) Unit 3: Dance Fusion 

Skills and 
knowledge for all 

students 

Explain the links between hiphop and jazz music 
Explain counterpoint      Recognise vocal features 
Play a fast-moving walking bass line (on guitar) 
Sing a jazz influenced melody in time with the accompaniment 
Perform parts at a moderate tempo + in time with the beat / partner 
Perform accurately and smoothly 
play a chord sequence which includes added note chords 
Compose a jazz-style bass line and chord sequence 
Improvise a jazz melodies using repetition and interesting rhythms 
Develop ideas when improvising 

Read and play notes above and below the stave 
Play music with a number of sharps/flats (standard GCSE difficulty) 
Explain the term, ‘leitmotif’     Explain the term, ‘timbre’ 
Recognise the sound of strings, percussion, wind and brass 
Describe the mood created by different scales 
Identify musical devices     Compare musical features 
Analyse how music fits its purpose/creates sense of character 
Compose sound to enhance on-screen actions 
Select appropriate timbres to suit mood Use concords and discords effectively 
Compose for an intended effect/given brief Sustain and develop musical ideas 

Describe fusion music 
Identify traditional Indian and modern western timbres 
Understand the creation and context of traditional Indian music, EDM and Bhangra 
Analyse, compare and evaluate how music reflects its context 
Compose using raga 
Arrange and compose layered structures 
Select appropriate timbres to suit style 
Arrange and compose multiple complimentary layers 
Make subtle adjustments where necessary, to fit an ensemble 

Aspirational skills 
(year 9) 

I can perform accurately at speed      I use chord inversions effectively 
I can perform two parts at once        I perform with a strong sense of style 
My improvisations show an imaginative development of ideas 
I can improvise successful jazz melodies within a counterpoint texture 
Make critical judgements about the use of musical conventions and characteristics 

Notate ideas using the stave      Play expressively, using dynamics 
Use major/minor chords for effect 
Adapt, extend and discard musical ideas when composing 
Develop ideas imaginatively 
Compose using a wide variety of musical elements effectively 
Perform two independent parts at once    Consider stylistic influences on a 
piece 

Vary melodies, including using ornaments 
Adapt, extend and discard musical ideas when composing 
Develop ideas imaginatively 
Contribute significant parts to paired/group pieces 
Perform in a range of styles successfully 
Perform with commitment and conviction 

 


